
E xcavation of a Romano-British and Later Site at 
Black Close, Mayford, Woking

by NANCY HAWKINS

Summary

Limited excavations at Black Close, Mayford (SU 997 559) revealed post holes indicating a timber 
building, or buildings, which had been destroyed by fire; a ditch; several gullies; an area of 
intensive burning which could have been a possible hearth or kiln linked with evidence of 
attempted iron-working on the site. Pottery of the lst-2nd centuries AD was found in all these 
features. Surface banks are of a later period, but no conclusion has been reached as to their date 
or function.

Discovery of the Site

In 1973 field walking was carried out along the proposed re-routed line of the A320 Woking to 
Guildford road, from Mayford Green roundabout to Pyle Hill. In view of its name particular 
attention was given to Black Close (Tithe Map 1843)*. a pasture where differences in vegetation 
and slight surface banks were noted.

Extent and Method of Excavation

With the kind permission of Mrs Green of Elm Trees Farm, Mayford, a trial excavation was 
attempted in the summer of 1973. A ditch containing lst-2nd century pottery and a quern 
fragment was found, but work had to be abandoned owing to flooding of the feature.

Advantage was taken of the unusually dry summer of 1976 to carry out another investigation 
and, although the field was only available for excavation during a short period after hay-making, 
it was possible to record certain features. However, before this work could be completed, heavy 
rain flooded the open trenches and they remained in this state throughout the winter.

In the summer of 1977, after the long-standing flood water had been pumped and baled out, a 
hurried clearance and rough record of the badly damaged features was made before rain again 
flooded the trenches and they were backfilled.

The Site (fig 1)

Black Close (Tithe Map 1843 -  designated arable) is a pasture of 0.84 ha (2.068 acres). It lies at the 
foot of the western slope of Beech Hill, Mayford, on the alluvial flood plain of the Hoe Stream (or 
Bourne or Stanford Brook), a tributary of the Wey. The ford across the Hoe Stream (still visible 
beneath the modern Mayford Bridge on the A320) is 145m (158.57 yds) downstream from Black 
Close. Prior to the construction of an earlier bridge in 1813 the natural course of the Hoe Stream 
was nearer to the north-east boundary of Black Close than it is today.

On the surface of the field slightly raised banks partially enclose three roughly rectangular 
areas of short, rushy grass contrasting with the strong, lush grass on the rest of the field. 35 to 
50cm of topsoil overlies the natural subsoil of sand, gravel and clay, and the water table is reached 
at 50cm below the surface. Leaching occurs all over the site, but is much more pronounced in 
some places with extensive multi-coloured staining and iron pan formation.

Previous Finds

Apart from those mentioned in this report, no finds have previously been recorded from the site 
or its vicinity, other than some random flints.



The Excavation (fig 2)
"Frenches of varying size were opened to investigate areas of interest noticed in field-walking: 
across the surface banks; in the rectangular areas of short, rushy grass; and in a roughly circular 
area of particularly lush grass.

The following features were fairly adequately recorded before being destroyed by flooding:

Ditch (figs 2:1, 3)
The ditch found in 1973 was traced for 17m running east-west. It was of U-shaped section 1.2m 
wide and 0.5m deep on the east, widening to 1.5 X 0.5m on the west. The dark brown soil fill 
contained lst-2nd century Romano-Bfitish pottery, quernstone fragments, burnt pieces of 
sandstone, burnt daub and lumps of iron or iron slag.

Post Holes and Foundation Trench (fig 2:2-3)
Three possible post holes lm apart were found placed in a straight line parallel to, and
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Fig 2. Black Close, Mayford. Plan of site

approximately 0.75m north of, the eastern part of ditch (1). They were 25cm in diameter at the 
top' tapering to 12cm at the bottom and 50cm deep with an infilling of dark brown soil 
surrounded by natural iron pan formation. They appeared to have been dug down from within a 
shallow foundation trench (2) 50cm wide and 15cm deep which was filled with pale brown sandy 
soil. A fourth post hole lay at right angles to, and 1.25m to the north of, the eastern end of the 
row. A fifth post hole was found on the same alignment as the first three at a distance of 7.5m to 
the west. The fourth and fifth post holes did not appear to have been dug from within a 
foundation trench but they were of the same measurements as the first three.

These post holes may have been for the posts of a timber building or buildings which was 
perhaps destroyed by fire, since burnt daub had fallen into the ditch (1).
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Fig 3. Black Close, Mayford. Section A-B, Features 1 and 3. For'location, see fig 2

Gully (fig 2:4)

A gully 50cm wide and 25cm deep was traced for 1.7m parallel to and 5.2m to the north of ditch 

(1)\The area of lush grass was excavated later, and the following features were exposed before 
being badly damaged by flooding throughout the winter. They were, therefore, only roughly 
recorded as follows:-

Gullies and Burnt Area (fig 2:5-6)

3.3m to the south of ditch (1) three gullies 30cm deep and varying from 50 to 75cm wide were 
traced for 2.5m running north-south at right angles to ditch (1). They were roughly parallel to 
and approximately 75cm apart from each other, and part of the division between the middle and 
the west gully appeared to have been burnt.

Possible Hearth or Kiln (fig 2:7)

An oval feature approximately 1.25m X lm X lm deep, filled with blackened soil, and with 
possible stake holes round it, appeared to have been cut by the west gully.

Surface Banks (figs lc:G, 2:8-10)

The following surface banks partially enclose three roughly rectangular areas of short rushy 
grass:-

a 49m long and 3m wide, 30cm high, running NE-SW (fig 2:8).
b Two banks 10m long and 1.5m wide, 30cm high, at right angles to bank (8) and

approximately 8m apart from each other (fig 2:9).



c A much less well-defined bank which partially completes the rectangles and merges into the 
natural slope of the ground towards Beech Hill (fig 2:10).

No ditches are associated with these banks, and there is no apparent connection between them 
and ditch (1) which is on a different alignment and is sealed by other layers.

Discussion
Although it was not possible fully to excavate the various features, it is clear from the pottery and 
other finds that the site was occupied both domestically and industrially during the 1st to 2nd 
centuries AD.

The ditches and gullies found must have been dug mainly to drain this low-lying site and make 
it suitable for human occupation. Cereal crops could have been grown as in the 19th century 
(Tithe Map 1843), and the lower land by the stream could have been used for the grazing of 
animals. The post holes, foundation trench, and burnt sandstone and daub might indicate a 
timber building or buildings.

It would appear that the inhabitants were experimenting in the production of iron, although 
without much success. Most of the evidence for this iron working was found in the ditch (1) 
parallel to the building and in the blackened soil of (7), which could possibly have been a hearth 
or kiln.

The site does not appear to have been occupied after the lst/2nd centuries. As already 
mentioned, no conclusion has been reached as to the date and function of the surface banks. As 
no ditches are associated with them it would appear that they were constructed by scraping and 
gathering together the topsoil from the rectangular areas, possibly in order to retain surface 
water.

No excavation has been carried out on the site since 1977. The proposed road scheme has been 
in abeyance for several years, but has now been included in the Surrey County Council’s 
estimates for 1984/5, and the work will need to be watched closely. It should b,e noted that any 
excavation along the route, and certainly any excavation in Black Close, would only be possible 
during a long period of dry weather, or by using pumping apparatus to counteract the high water 
table.

The Finds
All the finds have been deposited at Castle Arch, Guildford, together with the site records.

THE POTTERY by M A B Lyne

The bulk of the pottery, a collection of rims from 52 different vessels, comes from the fill of the 
ditch (feature 1, fig 2). It consists overwhelmingly of coarse kitchen wares from a variety of 
sources, only three fine ware vessels being present. The full catalogue of the pottery is on 
microfiche.

When the assemblage, with the exception of one stray medieval green glazed sherd from the 
top soil, is broken down into vessel types we arrive at

Cordoned jars 50%
Cordoned and necked jars 3
Devolved butt-beakers 2
Flat-rimmed jars 2
Bead-rimmed jars 14
Bowls 3
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Strainers
Gallo-Belgic platter imitations 
Hand-made storage jars 
Miscellaneous

2
2

18
4

The material all falls into the period between AD 43 and 120. The main supplier of the pottery 
used at Black Close was the Alice Holt/Farnham kiln complex, 61% of the vessels coming from 
this source. Of the remaining 39%, the majority comes from potteries producing forms and 
fabrics superficially similar to those from Alice Holt. One of these sources, possibly Fulmer in 
Buckinghamshire, mixed sand with calcite for tempering (fig 4:16).

Two vessels, a bead-rimmed jar (fig 5:23) and a storage jar (fig 5:24) in black and brown 
shell-tempered fabric, now vesicular due to leaching out in acidic soil, are from a source 
supplying Thames valley sites in the Staines area between the Roman conquest and AD 120. 
Kilns producing mica dusted fine wares in or near Staines between AD 100 and 120 (Marsh 1978, 
201) were the probable source of two vessels, a reeded rimmed bowl (fig 5:26) and a Gallo-Belgic 
platter imitation (fig 5:25). These and a solitary Brockley Hill bowl of similar date (fig 5:27) 
represent the sum of the fine ware on the site, there being no samian.

One of the most noteworthy characteristics of the assemblage is the abnormally high 
percentage of hand-made storage jars. In production statistics taken from a series of consecutive 
pottery assemblages from the 1977-79 excavation on Alice Holt waste dump 52, (Lyne & 
Jefferies 1979, 7), these vessels never exceeded 6% of the whole. This factor coupled with the 
general shortage of fine wares suggests a low level of material culture.

THE IRON SAMPLE

A detailed report by J Britton is in the site archive. He concludes that his results are consistent 
with the hypothesis that the sample represents an unsuccessful attempt at iron-making, due to 
inability to reach a sufficiently high temperature to cause separation of metallic iron and slag in an 
alkaline burden.

THE QUERNSTONE by D J Tomalin

A fragment of a rotary quern from the ditch, feature 1, may be attributed to the Hythe Beds of 
the Lower Greensand. It may be assigned to one of the provisional petrological sub-groups which 
have been proposed for Surrey quernstones (Hanworth & Tomalin 1977, 81-5). It is a rim
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fragment of an upper stone 30cm in diameter with convex grinding surface. 1 he grinding profile, 
flat top and vertical side resemble the sub-group III stone from Hillbury (Guildford Museum 
AG. 127). The high ironstaining, quartz grain compaction and chert content is compatible with 
sub-group III. The presence of a large worn scalloped hollow in the grinding surface suggests 
possible utilisation as a saddle quern after the stone had been broken. The provisional 
petrological sub-group III is commonly found among Surrey querns and is-especially well 
represented in the county west of the Wey. The examples from Hillbury (Guildford Museum 
AG. 121, AG. 127), Eashing (AG. 133 7 134) and Wagdon (AG. 125) all resemble Curwen’s 
Early Romano-British type (Curwen 1937). The Black Close stone also belongs to this group and 
may be compared with the upper stones from Hillbury, Eashing and Wagdon. Further Hythe 
Beds querns with high chert content have been recently reported from the hillfort at Hascombe 
(Peacock 1979). The convex grinding surface of the stone appears to accord with Curwen’s 
proposal for the survival of the Iron Age grinding profile whilst the weight and thickness of the 
stones were reduced during the early Romano-British period.
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